ADVISER CASE STUDY

STANDING
THE TEST
OF TIME

Back in 1992, John Major
was prime minister, Whitney
Houston topped the charts
with ‘I will always love you’ and
Nick Faldo won his third British
Open at Muirfield. Significantly,
it was also the year
that Paymentshield
launched its UK
insurance business.

A great deal has changed
in politics, music and golf
since the 1990s, and the
financial services market
has had plenty of ups and
downs too. But through it all,
Paymentshield has grown
its business and become the
home insurance provider of
choice for countless advisers
throughout the UK – including
Vicky Johnson, from Poole
Townsend in Barrow.
As one of the largest solicitors, estate
agents, and financial advisers in
Cumbria, Poole Townsend has its own
unique history dating back to the 1860s.
But it was in 1993 that the three strands
of its business merged into one and
became the organisation it is today.
Vicky joined the company straight from
school in 2000 and has enjoyed working
with Paymentshield ever since.
“I originally dealt with the admin side
and have worked my way up from
there”, she explains. “I always remember
putting together Paymentshield
applications.”
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After 17 years, the relationship is
still going strong. Vicky is now a fully
qualified adviser and continues to write
more GI business with Paymentshield
than anyone else. “We work with other
providers” she says, “but Paymentshield
are definitely one of the best in terms

But over the course of the next 10 years,
she would witness the introduction of
everything from WIFI, Google and smart
phones, to Facebook and Twitter. She
believes that all these developments
have had a positive impact on the way
she works and enabled Poole Townsend
to grow its business beyond recognition.
“As well as helping us to turnaround
quotes quicker, the internet has helped
enormously with research” she enthuses.
“If a client comes in with a specific
request, we know we can deal with it
and add a lot of value.”
Inevitably, providers play an
important role in this too. And Vicky
is very aware that her job is made
easier by companies like
Paymentshield – whose
flexible online system, is
designed to save advisers
time, effort and money.

Paymentshield are
definitely one of the
online quoting tool is
best in terms of product, “Their
probably the best innovation
they’ve made over the years”,
price and simplicity.
she decides. “It’s so easy to
of product, price and simplicity. Like
everyone, they have revised their
processes over the years, but we’ve
always had a really good relationship
with them. They’re just so easy to deal
with.”

MOVING WITH THE TIMES

Being able to adapt to different
situations has been a strength of both
companies over the last two decades.
Technology, regulation and changing
consumer attitudes have raised some
interesting challenges... and one or
two eyebrows. But as Vicky points out,
the ability to embrace change and
continually move forward is a great way
to overcome most obstacles.
“With so many online developments,
we’ve had to completely re-think the
way we work”, she reflects. “When I first
started, it was all paper based and we‘d
work to a 3-4 day turnaround. We now
turn applications around the same day
and that’s become the expectation from
clients.”
Email was still a relatively new concept
when Vicky started working in 2000 and
very few advisers had their own website.

use. Other providers have
made improvements too,
but some systems are still a little slow.
Paymentshield lets you adjust your
quote as you go along. Plus, you can
add on benefits and take them off at the
end to amend the price.”
It definitely helps that Paymentshield’s
system has been designed exclusively
for advisers. Its quote results screen
makes it easy to compare standard and
premium cover side-by-side, while the
slick navigation facilitates and real time
quote adjustments help to save the
adviser time. Additional features, such
as the commission sacrifice button,
also make sure advisers have plenty of
flexibility around price.

REGULATION, REGULATION,
REGULATION…

Surprisingly, technology isn’t the biggest
challenge that Vicky has faced during
her time in the industry. First there
was the regulatory changes resulting
from Mortgage Day in 2004 and the
introduction of regulation for general
insurance in 2005. More recently, the
new regulatory framework for financial
services and the Retail Distribution
Review (RDR) in 2012 caused even more

upheaval although, in typical Poole
Townsend fashion, it soon settled down
to business as usual.
“The changes in compliance and
regulation have been massive” insists
Vicky. “We were told it wouldn’t affect
the way we worked too much, but
it was totally different from what we
expected and we’ve had to make some
major adjustments. A lot of advisers
did leave the market, but we were
adamant it wouldn’t affect us. And to
be fair, although it made us think a
little differently, we have adapted well
and continued to have our clients’ best
interests at heart.”
If anything, the RDR appears to have
made Poole Townsend stronger than
ever. They now have six different offices
across Cumbria, all of which offer legal
and financial advice alongside their
estate agency. They also work closely
with providers like Paymentshield, to
meet their regulatory obligations and
make sure they keep their customers
front of mind.
Vicky admits that it’s much easier when
providers continue to offer flexible
product benefits and competitive
pricing options. It means she can match
GI solutions to the specific needs of
her clients and offer genuine value for
money. “Paymentshield always come up
with good reasons for us to recommend
their products. The ‘3 months free’
offer they recently introduced is the
latest example – it’s a great incentive for
clients.”

STRIKING THE PERFECT
BALANCE

“Paymentshield’s premiums are really
competitive, which obviously makes our
life easier. But it also helps that you can
pick and choose the benefits, and quote
a number of different providers in one
place. Their panel has grown over the
years and clients like the fact that they
recognise all the different brand names.
It gives them confidence that their
insurance policy is of a good standard.”

Of course, this is much easier when you
work with a like-minded provider you
can trust. And although Vicky is proud
of her company’s achievements, she
is quick to credit her longest serving
insurance partner for their ongoing
support. “We have a very strong working
relationship with Paymentshield and
hopefully it will continue for a long time
to come.”

From an adviser’s perspective, Vicky
is equally impressed with the service.
“We’ve always had a good relationship
with Paymentshield”, she reveals. “They
come in to see us regularly and are very
supportive when we call. Even when
we go to industry seminars, there is
usually someone from Paymentshield
there we can talk to and discuss specific
items. Everyone in the team is incredibly
helpful.”

It’s hard to know just how long this
might be, but if both companies
continue the way they’re going, maybe
another 25 years isn’t out of the
question.

These details matter when you are
under pressure to deliver a fast and
efficient service. But the familiarity
between the two organisations definitely
helps. It’s clear that after many years
working together, the partnership is in
very good shape.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
When the UK mortgage market crashed
in 2008, Poole Townsend experienced
a drop in sales like everyone else. But
unlike some advisers, it wasn’t relying
entirely on its mortgage business to
generate revenue. Other products,
including GI, provided a regular source
of income, which helped to soften the
blow. Plus, annual renewals offered a
compelling reason to stay in touch with
clients even when times were tough.

It may sound like a simple strategy, but
keeping its products fresh and up-todate has helped Paymentshield stay
front-of-mind with Poole Townsend for
over 20 years now. And Vicky accepts
that this ability to combine first class
products with excellent pricing is a big
help.

In light of what’s gone on in the past,
it would be foolish to try and predict
the future of any financial services firm.
But it’s fair to say that Poole Townsend
has many reasons to be optimistic. It’s
certainly leading the way in Cumbria
and building some impressive client
relationships on a number of fronts.

“The reason we continue to write so
much business with Paymentshield is
that they are good on both price and
benefits”, she confirms. “Younger clients
tend to be much more bothered about
the price. They just want the cheapest,
while older clients are more interested
in the different benefits.

Despite promoting a wide range
of services, Vicky believes that GI is
critical to this success. “Our aim has
always been to grow bigger, better and
stronger”she declares,“ and although
we make good money out of GI, the
relationship side is important too. It
helps being able to offer a complete
service.”
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